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Abstract
Purpose—To estimate retinal ganglion cell (RGC) losses associated with the earliest
development of visual field defects in glaucoma.

Design—Observational cohort study.

Participants—The study group included 53 eyes of 53 patients suspected of having glaucoma
who were followed as part of the Diagnostic Innovations in Glaucoma (DIGS) study. These eyes
had normal standard automated perimetry (SAP) visual fields at baseline and developed repeatable
(3 consecutive) abnormal tests during a median follow-up of 6.7 years. An age-matched control
group of 124 eyes of 124 healthy subjects recruited from the general population was included.

Methods—Estimates of RGC counts were obtained using a previously published model which
combines estimates of RGC numbers from SAP sensitivity thresholds and retinal nerve fiber layer
(RNFL) thickness measurements with spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT).
For eyes converting to glaucoma, estimates of RGC counts were obtained at the time (within ± 3
months) of the first abnormal visual field, representing the time of earliest detection of visual field
losses.

Main Outcome Measures—Estimates of RGC counts in eyes converting to glaucoma versus
healthy eyes.

Results—The average RGC count estimate in the eyes with early visual field defects was 652057
± 115829 cells, which was significantly lower than the average of 910584 ± 142412 cells found in
healthy eyes (P<0.001). Compared to the average number of RGCs in the healthy group, glaucoma
eyes had an average RGC loss of 28.4%, ranging from 6% to 57%, at the time of the earliest visual
field defect on SAP. RGC counts performed significantly better than the SDOCT average RNFL
thickness parameter in discriminating glaucomatous from healthy eyes with ROC curve areas of
0.95 ± 0.02 versus 0.88 ±0.03, respectively (P=0.001).

Conclusion—Glaucomatous eyes with the earliest detectable visual field loss on automated
perimetry may already show substantial loss of retinal ganglion cells. Empirical estimates of RGC
counts combining structural and functional tests agreed closely with previous histological reports
on the number of RGCs associated with early visual fields defects on SAP.
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INTRODUCTION
Glaucoma is a neurodegenerative disease associated with progressive loss of retinal ganglion
cells (RGCs). The goal of glaucoma management is to slow down the rate of progressive
neural losses in order to preserve visual function during the patient’s lifetime. Assessment of
visual function in clinical practice is traditionally performed with standard automated
perimetry (SAP). However, although SAP testing has been widely used for diagnosis,
staging and monitoring the disease, it has become increasingly evident that a substantial
number of RGCs may need to be lost before damage to SAP becomes statistically
significant.1–10

In a study of cadaver eyes of glaucoma patients who had previously undergone SAP,
Kerrigan-Baumrind and colleagues11 estimated that at least 25% to 35% of RGCs would
need to be lost for statistically significant abnormalities to appear on automated perimetry.
However, these estimates were based on a relatively small number of eyes and no follow-up
data was available to determine precisely when visual field defects first occurred. Although
direct RGC counting in vivo is not yet possible in humans, the use of empirical formulas
derived from clinical structural and functional tests may give estimates of the number of
RGCs which have been shown to correlate well with histologic counts in experimental
glaucoma models.12, 13 In recent studies, we proposed a method for estimating the amount
of RGC losses from a combination of retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) assessment with
optical coherence tomography and SAP.14–16 The estimates of RGC counts performed
significantly better than isolated structural and functional parameters for staging the disease
and monitoring glaucomatous progression.

In the current study, we provided estimates of RGC losses associated with the earliest
development of visual field defects in glaucoma. In order to assess RGC losses at this stage
of the disease, a cohort of patients suspected of having glaucoma was followed until initial
development of repeatable and statistically significant visual field defects on SAP. Using
this approach, we were able to quantify the magnitude of estimated RGC losses associated
with development of significant SAP abnormalities from the disease.

METHODS
This was an observational study. Participants from this study were included in two
prospective longitudinal studies designed to evaluate optic nerve structure and visual
function in glaucoma (the Diagnostic Innovations in Glaucoma Study [DIGS] and the
African Descent and Glaucoma Evaluation Study [ADAGES] ). The 3-site ADAGES
collaboration includes the Hamilton Glaucoma Center at the Department of Ophthalmology,
University of California-San Diego (UCSD) (data coordinating center), the New York Eye
and Ear Infirmary and the Department of Ophthalmology, University of Alabama,
Birmingham (UAB). Although the DIGS includes only patients recruited at UCSD, the
protocols of the two studies are identical. The institutional review boards at all 3 sites
approved the study methodology, which adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki
and to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Methodological details have
been described previously.17

At each visit during follow-up, subjects underwent a comprehensive ophthalmologic
examination including review of medical history, best-corrected visual acuity, slit-lamp
biomicroscopy, intraocular pressure (IOP) measurement, gonioscopy, dilated fundoscopic
examination, stereoscopic optic disc photography, and automated perimetry using Swedish
Interactive Threshold Algorithm (SITA Standard 24-2). Only subjects with open angles on
gonioscopy were included. Subjects were excluded if they presented with a best-corrected
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visual acuity less than 20/40, spherical refraction outside ± 5.0 diopters and/or cylinder
correction outside 3.0 diopters, or any other ocular or systemic disease that could affect the
optic nerve or the visual field.

Participants
The study group consisted of 53 eyes of 53 patients suspected of having glaucoma who were
followed as part of the DIGS/ADAGES cohort and developed repeatable abnormal visual
fields during follow-up, i.e., converted to glaucoma. Initial diagnosis as glaucoma suspect
was based on the presence of suspicious appearance of the optic disc or elevated
(>21mmHg) intraocular pressure, but normal standard automated perimetry testing at
baseline. Normal visual fields were defined based on mean deviation (MD) and pattern
standard deviation (PSD) within 95% confidence limits and a Glaucoma Hemifield Test
(GHT) within normal limits. These eyes had a median follow-up of 6.7 years (1st quartile:
4.4 years, 3rd quartile: 13.3 years) until the development of repeatable abnormal SAP
defects. Repeatable abnormal SAP was defined based on the presence of a sequence of 3
consecutive abnormal SAPs with PSD with P<5% or Glaucoma Hemifield Test outside
normal limits. Imaging assessment of the RNFL with spectral domain optical coherence
tomography (SDOCT) was performed at the time (within ± 3 months) of the first visual field
of the sequence of 3 repeatable abnormal fields. This was performed in order to calculate
estimates of RGC counts (see below) at the time of detection of the earliest visual field
defect on SAP.

An age-matched control group was included in the study consisting of 124 eyes from 124
healthy participants. These subjects were recruited from the general population and were
required to have a normal ophthalmologic examination and IOP below 22mmHg in both
eyes, but results of visual field tests and SDOCT were not used as inclusion or exclusion
criteria. Healthy eyes were chosen as control group because we were interested in evaluating
the amount of RGC loss associated with early visual field defects compared to normal
expected age-matched RGC counts. Although a group of glaucoma suspects who did not
develop visual field loss could be initially thought as a control group, these eyes could have
sustained structural damage before functional losses and, therefore, would not constitute a
suitable control group for the purposes of this study.

Visual Field Testing
All patients underwent SAP testing using SITA-standard 24-2 strategy during follow-up. All
visual fields were evaluated by the UCSD Visual Field Assessment Center (VisFACT).18

Visual fields with more than 33% fixation losses or false-negative errors, or more than 15%
false-positive errors were excluded. Visual fields exhibiting a learning effect (i.e., initial
tests showing consistent improvement on visual field indexes) were also excluded. Visual
fields were further reviewed for the following artifacts: lid and rim artifacts, fatigue effects,
inappropriate fixation, evidence that the visual field results were due to a disease other than
glaucoma (such as homonymous hemianopia), and inattention. The VisFACT requested
repeats of unreliable visual field test results, and these were obtained whenever possible.

Spectral-Domain OCT
The Cirrus HDOCT (software version 5.2, Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc., Dublin) was used to
acquire RNFL measurements in the study. It uses a superluminescent diode scan with a
center wavelength of 840 nm and an acquisition rate of 27 000 A-scans per second at an
axial resolution of 5 µm. The protocol used for RNFL thickness evaluation was the optic
disc cube. This protocol is based on a 3-dimensional scan of a 6×6 mm2 area centered on the
optic disc where information from a 1024 (depth) × 200 × 200-point parallelepiped is
collected. Then, a 3.46-mm diameter circular scan (10870µm length) is automatically placed
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around the optic disc, and the information about parapapillary RNFL thickness is obtained.
Because information from the whole region is obtained, it is possible to modify the position
of the scan after the exam is taken. To be included, all images were reviewed for non-
centered scans and had to have signal strength >6, absence of movement artifacts, and good
centering on the optic disc. For estimation of overall RGC counts, we used the parameter
average RNFL thickness (360° measure around the optic disc). For estimation of RGC
counts on each hemiretina, we calculated the average RNFL thickness at each semicircle of
180° around the optic disc.

Estimates of Retinal Ganglion Cell Counts
The estimates of RGC counts were obtained according to the model developed by Medeiros
et al14, 15 based on empirical formulas derived by Harwerth et al for estimating ganglion cell
counts from SAP and OCT. The model uses information from structural and functional tests
to derive a final estimate of the RGC count in a particular eye. The details of the model and
the empirical formulas used to derive RGC counts have been described in detail in previous
publications.14, 15 The initial step of the model consists in translating SAP sensitivity values
into RGC counts using empirical formulas derived by experimental research in monkeys and
subsequently translated to normal and glaucomatous human eyes.4, 13 The following
formulas were used to estimate the number of RGC somas in an area of the retina
corresponding to a specific SAP test field location at eccentricity ec with sensitivity s in dB:

m = [0.054*(ec*1.32)] + 0.9

b = [−1.5*(ec*1.32)] − 14.8

gc = {[(s−1) −b]/m} + 4.7

SAPrgc = Σ 10^(gc*0.1)

In the above formulas, m and b represent the slope and intercept, respectively, of the linear
function relating ganglion cell quantity (gc) in dB to the visual field sensitivity (s) in dB at a
given eccentricity. To account for the total number of ganglion cells in an area of the retina,
the cell density derived from each perimetry measurement was considered to be uniform
over an area of retina corresponding to an area of 6×6 degrees of visual space that separates
test locations in SAP. By applying the above formulas, a SAP-derived estimate of the total
number of RGCs (SAPrgc) was obtained by adding the estimates from all locations in the
visual field. The structural part of the model consisted in estimating the number of RGC
axons from RNFL thickness measurements obtained by optical coherence tomography. The
model took into account the effect of aging in the axonal density and the effect of disease
severity on the relationship between the neuronal and non-neuronal components of the
RNFL thickness estimates obtained by OCT. To derive the total number of RGC axons from
the global RNFL thickness measurement obtained by OCT (OCTrgc), we applied the
following formulas:

d = (−0.007*age) + 1.4

c = (−0.26*MD) + 0.12

a = average RNFL thickness * 10870*d

OCTrgc = 10^[(log(a)*10 −c)*0.1]

In the above formulas, d corresponds to the axonal density (axons/µm2) and c is a correction
factor for the severity of disease to take into account remodeling of the RNFL axonal and
non-axonal composition. These calculations provide an estimate of the number of RGCs
from two sources, one functional and one structural. A combined calculation of RGC counts
was performed according to the following formula:
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• RGC count = (1 + MD/30)*OCTrgc + (−MD/30)*SAPrgc

The rationale for using a weighting system for deriving the final RGC count is described by
Medeiros et al,14–16 but in essence it relies on the fact that the accuracies of clinical
perimetry and imaging tests are inversely related to disease severity.

RGC counts were also obtained separately for each hemifield of the retina, using
corresponding visual field sensitivities and retinal nerve fiber layer thickness measurements.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics included mean and standard deviation (SD) for normally distributed
variables, and median, first quartile and third quartile values for non-normally distributed
variables. Student t tests or Mann-Whitney U tests were used to evaluate demographic and
clinical differences between glaucoma and control subjects in each one of the analyses.

The performance of the RGC counts to discriminate glaucoma eyes with early visual field
defects from healthy eyes was compared to that of standard SDOCT parameters. No
comparison was performed against visual field parameters as these were used in the
definition of the glaucoma group. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were built,
and the area under the ROC curve was used to summarize the diagnostic accuracy for each
parameter. An ROC curve area equal to 1 represents perfect discrimination, whereas an area
of 0.5 represents chance discrimination. ROC curve areas and 95% confidence intervals
were obtained for each parameter after adjusting for age, using a previously described
method.19, 20 Evaluation of diagnostic accuracy was also performed using likelihood ratios
(LR). LR is defined as the probability of a given test result in those with disease divided by
the probability of the same test result in those without disease.21, 22 Once determined, an LR
can be directly incorporated into the calculation of posttest probability of disease by using a
formulation of the Bayes’ theorem.23 The LR for a given test result indicates how much that
result will raise or decrease the pretest odds of disease. Application of LRs in the
interpretation of results of imaging instruments for glaucoma diagnosis has been detailed
previously.24, 25 A value of 1 means that the test provides no addition information, and
ratios higher or lower than 1 increase or decrease the likelihood of disease, respectively.

All statistical analyses were performed with commercially available software (Stata version
12; StataCorp, College Station, TX). The alpha level (type I error) was set at 0.05.

RESULTS
There were 53 eyes of 53 subjects who developed visual field loss during follow-up and
were included in the glaucoma group. At the baseline visit, average MD and PSD for these
eyes were −0.98 ± 1.39 dB and 1.96 ± 0.56 dB, respectively. Corresponding values were
−2.17 ± 1.34dB and 2.48 ± 0.44 dB, respectively, at the time of the first abnormal visual
field of the conversion sequence, i.e., at the time of estimation of RGC counts. The average
age at the time of conversion was 69 ± 12 years. This group was compared to 124 eyes of
124 healthy subjects with average age of 66 ± 11 years. There was no statistically significant
difference in mean age between the two groups (P = 0.07). Average MD and PSD values for
the healthy eyes were 0.11 ± 1.23 dB and 1.67 ± 0.59 dB, respectively. Table 1 summarizes
clinical and demographic parameters in the glaucoma and control groups.

The average RGC count estimate in the eyes with early visual field defects was 652057 ±
115829 cells, which was significantly lower than the average of 910584 ± 142412 cells
found in healthy eyes (P<0.001). Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of RGC estimates in the
glaucoma and control groups. Compared to the average number of RGCs in the healthy
group, glaucoma eyes had an average RGC loss of 28.4% (95% CI: 24.9% to 31.9%),
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ranging from 6% to 57%. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of percent RGC losses in the
glaucoma group.

Twenty-two of the 53 (42%) glaucoma eyes developed superior visual field defects, 14
(26%) developed inferior defects and in 17 eyes (32%) defects were seen both superiorly
and inferiorly. For the 22 eyes with superior visual field defects, RGC counts corresponding
to the inferior hemiretina were significantly lower than those from the superior hemiretina
(283341 ± 55526 vs. 340931 ± 63888, respectively; P<0.001). For the 14 eyes with inferior
defects, RGC counts from the superior hemiretina were significantly lower than those from
the inferior hemiretina (303964 ± 56160 vs. 360191 ± 75103, respectively; P <0.001). For
the 17 eyes with defects both superiorly and inferiorly, there was no statistically significant
difference between RGC counts in the superior and inferior hemiretinas (343849 ± 58424
vs. 329762 ± 56306, respectively; P=0.12). For the 124 healthy eyes, there was no
significant difference between RGC counts in the superior and inferior hemiretinas (459557
± 75292 vs. 451447 ± 76208, respectively; P = 0.052).

RGC counts performed significantly better than the SDOCT average RNFL thickness
parameter in discriminating glaucomatous from healthy eyes with ROC curve areas of 0.95
± 0.02 versus 0.88 ±0.03, respectively (P=0.001) (Figure 3). For 95% specificity, RGC
counts had sensitivity of 68% for detection of early glaucomatous damage with positive LR
of 13.6, whereas SDOCT average RNFL thickness had sensitivity of 53% with a positive LR
of 10.6. For 90% specificity, sensitivity of RGC counts increased to 89% versus 64% for
SDOCT average RNFL thickness.

Case Examples
Figure 4 illustrates an eye that had an estimated RGC count of 520950 cells at the time of
development of the initial visual field defect on SAP, corresponding to 43% RGC loss
compared to the healthy group. The defect was confirmed on subsequent tests based on the
criterion of 3 consecutive abnormal fields with PSD with P<5%. The optic disc photograph
shows extensive neuroretinal rim loss in agreement with the RNFL loss assessed by
SDOCT, which showed average RNFL thickness of 58µm. Despite the extensive RGC loss,
the visual field defect on the pattern deviation plot was apparently small with only an
inferior cluster of abnormal points, although there was evidence of diffuse loss of sensitivity
as indicated by the MD of −2.14dB (P<5%).

Figure 5 shows an eye with an estimated RGC count of 800369 at the time of development
of the initial visual field defect, which corresponded to 12% RGC loss compared to the
healthy group. The optic disc photograph shows inferior neuroretinal rim thinning in
agreement with inferior RNFL loss detected by SDOCT. Average RNFL thickness was
80µm. Visual fields show a more localized defect compared to the eye shown on Figure 4,
with an abnormal PSD but MD within normal limits.

DISCUSSION
In the current study, we used empirical formulas to estimate RGC counts in suspect eyes
converting to glaucoma at the time of the earliest development of visual field defects in
comparison to a group of healthy eyes. Our results suggest that a substantial number of
RGCs may be lost by the time early visual field changes are detectable on standard
automated perimetry. Eyes with early visual field defects on our study had an average
estimated RGC count of 652057 cells versus 910584 cells in the healthy group with similar
age. This translates into an estimated average RGC loss of 28.4% associated with early
visual field defects. This number is remarkably similar to that found by Kerrigan-Baumrind
et al11 in histologic studies of human eyes. The authors studied 17 post-mortem eyes of 13
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subjects with well-documented history of glaucoma and compared the histological RGC
counts to those obtained from 17 post-mortem eyes of 17 age-matched healthy controls.
They found that the average RGC loss in eyes with PSD or corrected pattern standard
deviation (CPSD) with P less than 5% was 27.3%. These observations are also in agreement
with other qualitative and quantitative clinical studies suggesting that substantial damage
can occur to the optic nerve and RNFL before visual field defects are detectable on standard
automated perimetry. 2–10

In order to be able to estimate RGC losses associated with the earliest detectable visual field
losses on SAP, we longitudinally followed a cohort of glaucoma suspects over time until
they showed evidence of repeatable visual field defects. The criteria used to define visual
field losses were those applied by the Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study (OHTS)5, 26

and widely used in clinical practice, requiring confirmation of abnormalities in 3
consecutive visual fields. This greatly decreases the chance that the abnormalities seen on
perimetry may represent just variability rather than true defects. The calculations of
estimated RGC counts were performed at the time corresponding to the first abnormal visual
field and, therefore, would reflect the amount of neural damage seen at the time of the first
abnormality detected by perimetry in clinical practice. As the eyes were observed during the
transition period from normal to abnormal visual fields, this design provides a more robust
determination of the point of earliest development of field losses than cross-sectional
investigations.

Our method of estimating RGC counts relies on calculations of the number of RGCs
estimated from data acquired by both SAP and OCT RNFL thickness evaluation. Empirical
formulas for RGC count estimation from SAP and OCT were developed by Harwerth and
colleagues.13 Using normal monkeys and monkeys with laser-induced experimental
glaucoma, they showed that SAP sensitivity values can provide good estimates of the
amount of histologically-measured RGC counts in the retina. These estimates agreed closely
with those obtained from OCT RNFL thickness data. They showed a strong linear
relationship between the number of RGC somas and axons obtained from functional and
structural measures, respectively, when retinal eccentricity and appropriate measurement
scales for neural and sensitivity losses were used. The linear relationship suggests that the
lack of sensitivity of SAP for detection of early glaucomatous damage is most likely not the
result of true structural changes occurring in the absence of functional losses, but is rather
related to the logarithmic scale used for SAP sensitivity measurements, as well as the
magnitude of change required to reach statistically significant levels of abnormality.3, 27 The
logarithmic scale compresses the range of losses in early stages of the disease while
expanding the range in later stages. These findings could suggest that a simple linearization
of SAP data could improve detection of early damage. However, although linearization of
SAP measurements improves the structure and function relationship on population data, it
generally does not improve the sensitivity to early losses in an individual patient.14 As SAP
sensitivity thresholds are originally acquired using staircase procedures in dB units, the
compression of the range of losses in early stages of the disease caused by the logarithmic
scale will still be present. Because of the weighting system for obtaining final RGC counts,
our method relies much more heavily on OCT data than SAP for estimation of early neural
losses. It should be noted, however, that there was still a significant contribution from SAP
data in the RGC count estimates. This can be seen from the fact that estimated RGC counts
performed significantly better than SDOCT average thickness in discriminating glaucoma
from healthy eyes, with ROC curve areas of 0.95 versus 0.88, respectively, and higher
sensitivities at fixed specificities. These results suggest that our proposed method for
combining structural and functional data may perform better than isolated structural or
functional tests for detection of early glaucomatous damage. In addition, calculation of LRs
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for estimated RGC counts showed large effects on the probability of disease, giving further
indication of the utility of this approach in clinical practice.22

In a previous investigation, we demonstrated that estimates of RGC counts obtained by the
same method applied in the current study were able to detect preperimetric glaucomatous
damage, i.e., before the development of visual field defects.14 Eyes with preperimetric
damage had documented evidence of progressive glaucomatous damage on optic disc
stereophotographs. These eyes had an average estimated loss of 17% of RGCs from age-
expected RGC numbers. As expected, the average estimated percent RGC loss in eyes with
visual field defects found in our study was greater than that of eyes with preperimetric
damage. For eyes with moderate perimetric damage (average MD of −8.2dB), the previously
estimated average RGC loss was 52%, whereas for eyes with advanced damage (average
MD of −17.4) it was 75%.14 In another study, we showed that RGC counts performed better
than isolated structural or functional parameters for detecting progressive glaucomatous
damage over time.15 The results of the present investigation combined with our previous
studies suggest that our proposed method for estimating RGC counts could be a useful tool
for detection of glaucomatous damage throughout the spectrum of the disease.

Early detection and quantification of RGC losses in glaucoma may carry significant
implications for the patient, even if they are not yet associated with detectable SAP losses. If
substantial damage has already occurred by the time the disease is diagnosed, a relatively
smaller number of RGCs will need to be lost before the number of cells reaches critical
levels associated with disability from the disease. Although such critical levels cannot be
presently ascertained for particular individuals, recent evidence suggests that decrease in
vision-related quality of life from glaucoma is seen sooner than previously anticipated.28

Therefore, if treatment is initiated late in the course of the disease, a much slower rate of
change will have to be achieved in order to prevent development of functional impairment
than what would be necessary if treatment had been started earlier. Although it is generally
possible to slow down the rate of disease progression and keep patients close to stability
even if they have moderate or advanced damage29, this usually requires more aggressive
interventions with larger potential for side effects, compared to what would be necessary if
treatment had been started at an earlier stage. In 20% of the eyes with early visual field
defects included in our study, the estimated RGC losses amounted to over 40%, with an
average RGC count of only 480216 cells by the time the earliest visual field defect was
detected on SAP. If we assume that functional impairment would occur with moderate to
severe visual field damage, i.e., with an RGC count of approximately 300,000 RGCs based
on previous data14, these eyes would need to lose an additional number of only 180,000
RGCs to go from early visual field defect to functional impairment, a much lower number
than what was lost before development of early field defects. It is important to emphasize,
however, that the results of our study should not necessarily be taken as evidence that
patients with optic nerve damage but no apparent visual field loss need to be treated.
Although early treatment may be beneficial in many situations, decisions about treatment
need to take into account several considerations such as rate of disease progression, patient’s
life expectancy, risks of treatment and patient’s expectations about the disease and its
treatment.

There was a large variation of the estimates of RGC losses in eyes with early visual field
defects. This could be due to several reasons, such as variability of the tests used to estimate
RGC counts, as well as the characteristics of the visual field defects detected by SAP. As the
OHTS criterion used to detect visual field defects is essentially based on localized visual
field losses or asymmetric damage on the GHT, it can potentially miss eyes with diffuse
losses of sensitivity caused by diffuse neural losses in glaucoma. In fact, the eye illustrated
on Figure 4 shows extensive neural damage with an estimated average RGC loss of 43%,
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but only a relatively small localized visual field defect. There was, however, evidence of
diffuse visual field losses as measured by the MD of −2.14dB (P<5%). On the other hand,
the eye shown on Figure 5 shows a more localized visual field defect without evidence of
diffuse losses and the estimated RGC damage was only 12%. This is in agreement with
previous studies suggesting that pattern deviation analysis of SAP data may significantly
underdiagnose glaucomatous eyes with diffuse losses of sensitivity.30 Detection of eyes with
diffuse loss of sensitivity is difficult due to the confounding effects of media opacities. This
finding highlights the need for a combined approach of structural and functional evaluation
for detection of eyes with different patterns of glaucomatous damage.

Our study has limitations. We used empirically-derived formulas to estimate the number of
RGCs from SAP and OCT data and our estimates of RGC counts were not based on direct
histologic RGC counts in humans. The empirical formulas derived by Harwerth and
colleagues13 have been validated on histological studies in monkeys which have a visual
system almost indistinguishable to that of humans. The relationship between predicted RGC
counts and histologically-measured RGC numbers had an R2 of 0.9, indicating an almost
perfect predictive value. They have also been applied to multiple external cohorts in
humans.13 It should be noted that there have been little to no histological validations of
measures such as ganglion cell complex or even RNFL thickness as performed by OCT
instruments. However, this carries little significance as long as one shows that these
measurements have clinical relevance. Furthermore, our estimates agreed remarkably well
with histological studies in human glaucomatous eyes, as discussed above. Another
limitation of our study is that we did not have longitudinal follow-up with SDOCT over the
same time course as SAP, which prevented us from obtaining estimates of RGC counts
throughout the follow-up in glaucoma suspect eyes. It should be noted, however, that even if
longitudinal data on RGC counts were available it would be impossible to determine the true
individual amount of RGC losses from the disease as we currently have no way of
determining when the glaucomatous damage started to occur. The design of our study
addressed this limitation in the best possible way by comparing the estimates to an age-
matched healthy population. We did not have follow-up data on the healthy eyes included in
the control group, which would have allowed us to estimate age-related RGC losses and
potentially better estimation of RGC losses in individual eyes. However, the healthy eyes
had similar age than those in the glaucoma group and, therefore, we still expect that our
overall conclusions with regard to the average number of RGC losses would be correct.

In conclusion, glaucomatous eyes with the earliest detectable visual field losses on
automated perimetry already show substantial losses of estimated RGC counts. Our
proposed method to estimate RGC counts based on a combination of structural and
functional tests may allow detection and quantification of neural damage in these eyes with
better diagnostic accuracy compared to standard parameters from imaging instruments.
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Figure 1.
Boxplots illustrating the distribution of estimated retinal ganglion cell (RGC) counts in
glaucoma eyes with early visual field defects and control healthy eyes.
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Figure 2.
Distribution of estimated percent losses of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in the glaucoma
eyes with early visual field defects
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Figure 3.
Receiver operating characteristic curves for discriminating glaucomatous eyes with early
visual field defects from healthy eyes for the estimated retinal ganglion cell (RGC) counts
and the average retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness parameter.
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Figure 4.
Grayscale and pattern deviation plots for the visual fields for one of the glaucomatous eyes
in the study. The normal baseline visual field is shown along with the 3 consecutive
abnormal visual fields during follow-up. The remaining normal visual fields between
baseline and first abnormal field were omitted. Estimates of retinal ganglion cell (RGC)
counts were calculated using data from the first abnormal visual field (6/10/2011) and from
the spectral domain optical coherence tomography (07/09/2011). The eye had an estimated
RGC count of 520950 cells at the time of development of the initial visual field defect on
standard automated perimetry (SAP), corresponding to 43% RGC loss compared to the
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healthy group. This is in agreement with extensive neuroretinal rim loss seen on the optic
disc photograph.
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Figure 5.
Grayscale and pattern deviation plots for the visual fields for one of the glaucomatous eyes
in the study. The normal baseline visual field is shown along with the 3 consecutive
abnormal visual fields during follow-up. The remaining normal visual fields between
baseline and first abnormal field were omitted. Estimates of retinal ganglion cell (RGC)
counts were calculated using data from the first abnormal visual field (5/13/2010) and from
the spectral domain optical coherence tomography (07/20/2010). The eye had an estimated
RGC count of 800369 at the time of development of the initial visual field defect, which
corresponded to 12% RGC loss compared to the healthy group. The optic disc photograph
shows inferior neuroretinal rim thinning in agreement with inferior retinal nerve fiber layer
(RNFL) loss detected by spectral domain optical coherence tomography.
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Table 1

Clinical and Demographic Variables in the Glaucoma and Healthy Groups.

Glaucoma
(n = 53)

Healthy
(n = 124)

P

Age 69 ± 12 66 ± 11 0.07

Race

  Caucasians 37 94 0.41

  African-Americans 16 30

Gender, female (%) 33 (62) 85 (69) 0.42

MD* −2.17 ± 1.34 0.11 ± 1.23 <0.001

PSD* 2.48 ± 0.44 1.67 ± 0.59 <0.001

Average RNFL thickness 76.0 ± 9.9 91.6 ± 8.9 <0.001

Estimated RGC count 652057 ± 115829 910584 ± 142412 <0.001

*
MD and PSD for glaucoma eyes correspond to the values obtained from the first abnormal visual field of the conversion sequence. Values

correspond to mean ± standard deviation, unless specified otherwise.

MD: Mean Deviation; PSD: Pattern Standard Deviation. RNFL: Retinal nerve fiber layer; RGC: Retinal ganglion cell.
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